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COME ON IN AND PRACTICE
As the days shorten and cool, as the temptations of the parched east coast environment lose
their temptation, you may turn your mind to the rewards of practicing yoga. Our studios are
open. Our teachers are in good form. There is a mat waiting here for you. So come on in
and practice.
Apollo Power Yoga offers:
 The best practices. Our practices will strengthen you, will help your mobility and will
relieve you of stress and restore your spirit.
 The best teachers. Our teacher training programme, Step into your Power, trains our
teachers in a methodology that delivers the best results. Our teachers do not teach
from their mats doing the poses with you (how can you teach downward facing dog
from downward facing dog or headstand from headstand?). We stand and move
through the room to observe your poses and speak to the form, alignment, action
principles and possibility appropriate to the moment.
 The best principles.
Our practices are sequenced to deliver a profound,
comprehensive impact for your whole body and we teach against a background of
philosophical principle to guide your mind and spirit to elevated states of presence and
contentment.
 We have a commitment to call you by your name. We want to know you and to reflect
back to you our appreciation of you by calling you by your name.
If your practice has lapsed, get going again. If you
are practicing infrequently, step up your frequency.
If you put yourself and your well-being behind the
demands of work and family, consider you cannot
be your best in those contexts unless you first look
after yourself. Come to class and be your best for
yourself and for everyone else in your life.
We shall see you in class today!

SOUND HEALING WORKSHOP – SUNDAY 18 APRIL 2021
On Sunday 18 April 2021 at 6:00 pm we will host Romy and Nassib for a gentle yoga practice
and sound healing experience.
The 90-minute class starts with simple yoga
postures to allow you to move your body before
diving into deep relaxation. It is followed by a
gentle rhythmic breathing exercise and
meditation, settling into savasana, allowing the
participants to surrender into layers of blissful
soundscapes consisting of a wealth of
instruments such as singing bowls, didgeridoo,
mouth harps, sensulas, strings instruments,
hand pan, and buffalo drum.
Booking for this session is essential. Book with Hamish via phone or email (021 0551884 or
hamish@apollopoweryoga.com). The entry fee is $35 if you book and pay in advance, or $40
at the door on the day. Apollo Power Yoga annual membership discounts are not available
for this event as it is not an in-house event.
Book NOW for this amazing experience for all your senses!

SCAN THE CODE – STOP THE VIRUS
Come from We Are Connected: be part of the team of 5 million and keep NZ going
strong. Every time you visit a new location, scan the QR Code. When you’re offered
the Covid-19 vaccination, take it. Ensure that, if the virus does break through the border
defences, the outbreak can be shut down quickly without another lockdown. And you
could win a free month’s yoga pass, or an Endermologie treatment.
All of us living here in NZ are some of the luckiest people on the planet, particularly in the
current Covid-19 situation. But let’s not be complacent about that. Our current freedoms,
relative to so many other countries, came about by the mechanism of a 7 week lockdown.
The burden of the lockdown fell unevenly across the country. Everyone experienced the
unusual solitude of having to stay in our homes when we would normally be going out. Health
care and other essential industry workers bore the extra burden of going to their jobs when it
could result in them contracting the virus themselves, and possibly spreading it to other, more
vulnerable people.
Within the business community, some businesses have ended the year in similar or better
financial positions compared to ordinary circumstances, and have rightly paid back the wage
subsidies they claimed during the lockdown. But there are many businesses for whom the
lockdown created a gaping hole in revenue which cannot be filled by later activities. Any
further lockdowns will seriously jeopardise these businesses’ existence, and the livelihoods of
their employees and owners.

If we all play our part, there should be no need for further lockdowns. We need to be vigilant
to maintain good hygiene standards, including not going in to public if we have any Covid-19
symptoms, washing or sanitising our hands regularly, and coughing or sneezing into our
elbows, not our hands.
Using the Covid-19 Tracer app is also an important part of avoiding future lockdowns.
Download the app on your phone, including turning the Bluetooth option on. Take your phone
with you and scan the QR code everywhere you go.
If you get contacted by the Ministry of Health and told that you’ve been identified as the contact
of someone who’s contracted Covid-19, would you be able to identify every place you’ve been
in the last 2 weeks? If not, then you’re part of the spread, and ultimately, a reason for the
lockdown. Don’t be.
The last lockdown may not have affected you negatively, whether financially or
psychologically. But please spare a thought for those who were adversely affected, and will
be again in another lockdown. Do everything you can to prevent one, including using the
Covid-19 tracer app all the time, and getting vaccinated again the virus when it’s available to
you. It’s a small price to pay for the freedoms we currently enjoy.
As an encouragement to do so, we’re running a monthly competition. At the end of each
month, use the “My diary” option in the app to count up how many times you’ve recorded a
visit to any premises (not just Apollo!) that month, and email margo@apollopoweryoga.com
with your number. We will give a free monthly unlimited yoga pass or a free Endermologie
treatment to the Apollo yogi with the highest recorded number. You can use the pass yourself
or gift it to another person. Get scanning!
And a special offer for our “Everyday Heroes”: if you’re working on the border or in healthcare,
give us a photo of you receiving your vaccination that we can share through our e-magazine
and social media, and you’ll receive a free Endermologie treatment.

ENDERMOLOGIE – TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SALE!
People are loving our Endermologie® Power Massage treatments. Up until the end of
March, Apollo Power Yoga Annual Members can take advantage of a great deal: halfprice treatments, with a complimentary treatment thrown in if you purchase a 5
treatment pack or a 10 treatment pack!
Apollo annual members Special Sale prices (until 31 March 2021):
 1 treatment: $82.50
 5 treatment pack (+1 complimentary): $375
 10 treatment pack (+1 complimentary): $675

Each treatment gives you a full-body, incredibly relaxing massage, with the option of up to 3
special target zones (e.g. upper arms, shoulders, tummy, thighs, glutes) where your
Endermologist can focus some extra attention.
Endermologie enhances lipolysis (fat-burning), so it’s great for reducing tough-to-shift fat
bulges. Unlike liposuction or fat-freezing, Endermologie is non-invasive and improves your
skin’s health and normal functioning, so it also decreases cellulite and saggy skin.
Cellulite is not merely an appearance issue. As it forms, circulation of blood flow to the skin
just below the surface, and removal of toxins from that area, is gradually more and more
impeded. By stage 3 of the 4 stages of cellulite, the skin's surface will be noticeably cool to
the touch, because of lack of blood flow. In stage 4 cellulite is painful. So getting rid of it,
particularly before it gets to the painful stage, is a good idea.
The Endermologie machine uses vacuum suction, with a motorised 2-roller head. This makes
it different from manual massage, which tends to squash down, rather than pull up. The roller
heads roll the skin and subdermal fat in towards itself, or out away from itself. This stimulates
blood flow to and lymphatic drainage away from the surface. It also enhances fat reduction
(lipolysis) and as fat cells diminish in size, blood flow and lymphatic drainage are further
enhanced. Also, fibroblasts are stimulated to generate collagen and elastin in the skin, to
rejuvenate saggy skin.
Using the patented LPG Endermologie machine, treatments work deep into your muscle
tissues, and also rehydrate the fascia surrounding your muscles, to make your body feel much
lighter, open and free. It can be very effective for relieving chronic pain caused by muscle
and/or myofascial tightness, due to the very deep and consistent massaging effect it provides.

I’ve found Endermologie hugely beneficial for chronic back pain and sciatic pain caused by
my crooked spine (scoliosis).
To book a treatment email margo@apollopoweryoga.com

BRING A FRIEND FOR FREE
Bring a friend new to Apollo Power Yoga for a free first class. This offer has been a great
success and we have met a good number of new people. Thank you to everyone who has
brought in a friend or friends to practice with us. We greatly appreciate you sharing our
practice with your community so that, together, we can all form a greater community. This
offer is continuing indefinitely. So, if you have not done so yet please bring in someone
who has not previously practiced with us and their first visit will be free. They can then still do
a two week starter pass and really get going with their practice at Apollo Power Yoga.
Spring is a tremendous time to reconnect with those things that bring you joy and vitality:
friendships and yoga. Practice often and reap the rewards in connection, strength, mobility
and overall health and well-being.

THE PRIZE IS IN THE PROCESS
Last month we introduced one of the common mental mistakes made by yoga practitioners
identified by Baron Baptiste in his excellent book, Journey into Power. This month we look at
another of those mistakes, not understanding that the prize is in the process.
It is very common to see in those beginning yoga and in those with Type A personalities an
attitude that achieving the poses is the critical standard in practice. Two of the more
challenging poses in our sequence are crow pose and wheel pose. I had the experience of a

student new to our practices requesting a private lesson after they had only done one or two
group classes at the studio in order to learn how to do those two poses, crow and wheel.
For that student, the need to do those two poses was driven by a feeling that while they could
not do those poses they were not doing the practice properly. Until they achieved those poses
they were failing at some level. They wanted to do those poses to show their competence.
None of those motivations was well-founded. For someone in their first days of practice to be
unable to do crow or wheel is not a sign that they are incompetent, a failure or not doing the
practice correctly. Rather, it is simply a sign of being a beginner, being in a state of learning
and being part of a process of gradual acquisition of strength, mobility, technique and
presence.
Your accomplishment at the poses, the asanas, is not the goal of yoga. Achievement of
asanas is a reward along the path of yoga but is not the be-all and end-all. Being stuck in a
state where your performance of the asanas is the goal can lead to impatience, frustration and
disillusionment. It is nice to take pleasure in the performance of the poses and to enjoy your
accomplishments but it is more important to see a bigger picture in your practice of yoga.
When I begin my daily asana practice my mind and my feelings are in a certain state. When
I finish my practice, regardless of how well I balanced or how strong I felt or how easily I moved
or how fancy my poses were, my mind and emotions are in an enhanced state. I finish class
feeling clearer, calmer and more relaxed. My energy is strong and my mood, emotions and
spiritual state are relaxed and contented. The process of the practice has had benefits and
rewards for me that have nothing to do with how well I performed the asanas.
That is an example of the prize residing in the process at a micro level. The same is true on
a more macro level – not just a single class but my practice across time.
In his book, Baron gives the example of
bamboo farmers in China. A bamboo
seed is planted several feet deep
beneath the surface of the ground. The
ground above is tended well. Weeds are
removed. The ground is watered and
fertilised. After five years the bamboo
shoot breaks the surface of the ground
and grows 90 feet high in just 60 days.
This trust in the process is similar to that
of a dedicated yoga practitioner.
Staying the course and doing the work
day after day creates rewards without
the need for overt signs or expressions
of growth.

I have had this experience with my own practice. Having started practicing yoga in a style that
lacked the strength, mobility, spiritual guidance and principle of the power yoga we teach at
Apollo Power Yoga I found the physicality of power yoga a challenge when I began. However,
I made rapid progress. I could do crow and wheel from day one. Flip dog came easily enough.
I could bind the big toe of my upper leg and
straighten that leg in side plank at a
relatively early stage. I could drop from
tripod headstand to wheel after a year of
power yoga. I had plenty of early success
in the way I performed the poses. After
several years of power yoga practice I
reached a plateau in terms of my
improvement with the poses. That plateau
continued for about two years. I felt some
disappointment and frustration that I no
longer seemed to be improving.
I
rationalised the plateau I was experiencing
on the basis that I was too old, had the
wrong anatomy for advancement and that I
had come to yoga too late in life.
I was, however, committed to practice. I
knew that each practice conferred a good
feeling upon me. I was committed to yoga
as a way of being for physical, mental and
spiritual well-being. I was not so hung up
on the ego demands to be doing advanced asana that I was diverted from the process of daily
practice. Every day I showed up on my mat to practice even though I seemed to be becalmed
where I was at in measures of overt performance.
One day after about two years of no apparent forward progress in my practice I was in straddle
legged forward fold. I braced my hands at the mat and hugged my belly inwards and I felt a
sense of lift. I followed through by lifting my heels from the mat. That made me sense even
more lift. I shifted my shoulders forward a little, put more weight in my hands and my feet
floated off the floor. The period that I had thought was a period of being becalmed was not a
period of no growth. It was the period before the bamboo shoot appears above the ground.
I applied myself to this new aspect of my practice and it has developed to the point where,
sometimes but not always, I can lift up into handstand from straddle legged forward fold. I
now appreciate, more than ever before, that every pose has limitless potential for growth and
improvement. Transitions, such as that from downward facing dog to flip dog to wheel, grow
more fluent. A teacher in Canada encouraged me to take the transition from wheel to
tadasana. I was not quite ready for that transition that day but I went ahead nonetheless. I
completed the transition but in a slightly clunky way. The teacher said “You need to be more
graceful”. In saying that he was not being offensive. He was observing where the process of
yoga practice could carry me – from a somewhat mechanical and awkward transition to a more
fluid, easeful transition. That has been the case for me. Some transitions that I first did some
years ago have, in the intervening time, been refined, improved upon and made more natural
and elegant.

Whatever the pose, there is always room to make progress, to let go resistance, to replace
weakness with strength and to replace tightness with mobility. There is always room to add
more freedom of mobility, more lightness in transition and more balance to your actions.
How else can the work of yoga help you, regardless of what you look like in the poses,
regardless of how long you can hold low plank pose and regardless of how many fancy
variations of poses you can perform? Your breathing will improve and, with your breathing
your whole sense of health and
vitality will improve.
The
tendency to breathe through your
mouth, gasping like a fish out of
water, will be replaced by an
easeful pattern of breath through
your nose. I have experienced
this shift through practicing power
yoga.
The first style of yoga I practiced
in had two breathing exercises,
one at either end of the class, but
there was little instruction given in
breathing during class and my
breathing did not develop much.
Later, having completed Level 2 training with Baptiste Yoga I had to review five different styles
of practice as part of process to be certified as a Baptiste teacher. I went to try one of the
classes in which I started practicing yoga. There were several people in the class breathing
very poorly. They were panting and snorting through their mouths. And the teacher said
nothing but prattled through the prescribed teaching dialogue of that style of practice omitting
any guidance to these students who needed direction with respect to their method of
breathing.
In our practices you will be encouraged repeatedly to breathe through your nose and given
cues to create ujjayi breathing. Across time your breathing will improve. This will help your
sleep, your energy levels and the clarity of your mind. Right along with improved breathing
you will develop the ability to reset your nervous system. From the stress reactivity of the
challenges of everyday life (work, finances, relationships, etc.) you will return your nervous
system to its para-sympathetic state and you will relax, let go the burdens of your mind and
become a calmer, less reactive person.
Again and again, we hear from students that their family members or colleagues at work have
suggested that they attend a yoga class – not because the family members or work-mates
have been to yoga but because they have an experience of you when you have been to yoga
and when you have not. They find the person you are when you have been to yoga to be a
better version of you. You can lose sight of how you are reacting to circumstances. You can
regret your reactions to circumstances but lose a sense of how to alter your reactivity. The
way is to incorporate regular yoga classes in your life and make the shift from stress reaction
to considered, present responses. This is part of the prize of the process.

Up to the point of my mid-forties I would get sick from time to time. I would get seasonal ‘flu
viruses and would be laid up in bed alternately shivering or burning with fever. I got colds and
would lose my voice. In the years since I have been practicing power yoga I have not suffered
from illnesses in the way that I used to without power yoga in my life. I feel strong and healthy
and that shows up in, touch wood, a freedom from the common illnesses that plague those
who do not practice yoga or who practice infrequently. This co-incidence of circumstances is,
I believe, more than coincidence. I believe there is a legitimate cause and effect at play here.
I was discussing the phenomenon with a regular practitioner over the last five or six years. He
reflected upon his pattern of health over the period he had been practicing yoga and noticed,
when he thought about it, the same thing with respect to his health. This is part of the prize
lying in the process.
Over time, as you practice, you will become less concerned with “otherness”. You will grow
in contentment and satisfaction in being you – and not the version of you that leaves you
feeling alienated and disconnected from yourself. Instead, you will live more from your true
self. This will show up in more patience, more tolerance, more truthfulness and more
fulfilment. This is a gradual undertaking. It occurs if you are there, on your mat, on your
meditation cushion, applying yourself to the daily work of yoga. It is a prize that is inherent in
the process, not in any fancy pose or any overt show of strength or super mobility.
Make it your way to apply yourself, in your way, but with purpose and commitment to the
process. Contained within the process is a tremendous compendium of prizes that are not
contingent upon what weight the scales read back to you, how fast you ran your last race, how
many kilometres you clocked on your last ride, how many steps you took last week, how many
likes your last social media post received or anything that is contingent upon you meeting any
external standards. We have had the experience of a student saying they wanted to meet
someone to hold hands with in savasana. There is a mistake in perception of the process in
this. Come to yoga not in search of anyone else. Come to yoga in search of yourself and let
the process work its magic upon you!

ASANA SPOTLIGHT

Tittibhasana (firefly pose) is a challenging combination of strength, mobility and balance!
Tittibhasana is a step up from crow, several steps in fact, but the same principles applicable
to crow apply with respect to tittibhasana. Squeeze inwards, hug upwards and create a
balance between dropping backwards, in the case of tittibhasana, down onto your backside
and tipping forwards.





Begin in a squatting position with your feet wider than your hips. Reach your hands back
between your legs one at a time. Place the palms of your hands flat to the mat with your
fingers pointing forwards.
Align the tip of each of your index fingers at the very base of each of your heels. Shift your
weight back slightly to move your weight out of your feet and into your hands.
Press your hands powerfully to the mat. Grip your fingertips to the mat and straighten your
arms. Unlike crow, tittibhasana requires that your arms be straight. You will not be able
to rest your legs on your upper arms.














One by one, extend your feet forward and point your toes away from you. Contract the
muscles on the front of your thighs, your quadriceps, very tightly and make your legs as
straight at the knee as you can. This also requires you to be able to lengthen your
hamstrings freely. Strength and stretch!
Engage your inner thighs strongly and squeeze your inner thighs onto your upper arms.
Do not allow your legs to slip down your upper arms as you will lose lift and buoyancy in
your pose. Notice in the picture of Hamish in tittibhasana how high up towards his deltoids
his legs are.
Engage your lower abdomen tightly. The action of drawing your lower abdomen inward
and upward is called uddiyana bandha. Engage uddiyana bandha with strong emphasis
and generate lift in the mid-section of your body
Engage your hip flexors and close the angle at the front of your hips as much as you can.
Absent this and, either your feet will dip and drop towards or down to the floor, or your hips
will collapse down towards the floor. In both cases the lift at both ends of your body that
is essential in the pose will be lost.
Set your gaze ahead of you and breathe calmly and deeply.

You can choose to align your legs horizontally or you may lower your hips and lift your
legs and feet higher towards the ceiling.
You may treat tittibhasana as a pose complete in and of itself, or you may treat it as the
start of a transition through to low plank (chaturanga dandasana). To initiate the transition
to low plank, first, draw in the pit of your belly more and begin to lift your hips upward.







As your hips lift your feet will dip towards the floor. Either lift your hips sufficiently that you
can draw your feet behind the line of your hands without touching the floor or bend your
knees slightly to keep your feet elevated from the floor as you swing them backwards.
As your hips lift your torso will naturally tip forward. Hold that position and bend your
knees. Draw your big toes and the inner edges of your feet together. Tuck your heels up
towards your buttocks in crow.
Pause in crow in balance then, with your upper body very still, launch your feet towards
the back of your mat. Have your toes flexed towards your shins. Land the toes and balls
of your feet to the mat as lightly as you can in low plank.

Tittibhasana is a pose and the transition from tittibhasana to low plank start out somewhat
flawed and messy. Be willing to fall on your backside in tittibhasana. Be willing to drag your
feet around the outsides of your body as you transition to crow. Be willing to not make it and
have to bail on the transition. Be willing to be flawed, imperfect and utterly human. Your pose
and your transition will take shape gradually, but be WILLING.

COOK ISLANDS YOGA RETREAT – 13 to 20 AUGUST 2021
Our Cook Islands Yoga Retreat will now take place 13 to 20 August 2021. Join us for Power
in Paradise!
Seven nights’ accommodation at beautiful
Ikurangi Eco Retreat, 6 days of activities
including 2 yoga practices each day with
Hamish and Margo, and 2 of the following other
activities:
 Stand up paddle board and snorkel
and/or night SUP lagoon tour
 Glass bottom lagoon cruise and snorkel
(includes lunch)
 Cross island trek and/or nature walk
(includes lunch)
 Eco cycle tour (includes lunch)
 Cultural island show (includes dinner)
 Electric tuk tuk island tour and/or sunset cocktail tour
 60 min traditional Polynesian massage

Also included are delicious 7
breakfasts, 3 lunches and 3 dinners at
Ikurangi. Yoga practices will be on
Ikurangi's new covered outdoor yoga
platform.

All for just $NZ2950 per person (twin
share, not including airfares).
Book
now
with
margo@apollopoweryoga.com,
and
secure your place by paying your
deposit of $550/person.

APOLLO POWER YOGIS IN BUSINESS
As our community recovers from lockdown, take the opportunity to support your fellow
Apollo Power Yogis as their businesses get up and going again.
You might not know that the yogi on the mat next to you runs a restaurant, a building business,
or an interior design company. So we’re creating a forum for Apollo Power Yogis to connect
with each other’s businesses and support them as they rebuild after the lockdown.
Going out for a great meal or a drink? Try one of the Dux restaurants, owned by Richard and
Lisa Sinke. You can take your pick from Dux Dine or Dux Central. Other fantastic options
are Smash Palace owned by Johnny and Juliet Moore, and 27 Steps owned by Emma
Mettrick.
For a healthy smoothie and other vegan treats, head to Sara-Fae Foldesi’s Pure Pulp, in the
Riverfront Market.
For authentic French viennoiserie (croissants, Danish, etc.), sourdough bread, ciabattas and
baguettes, there’s no better place than Bellbird Bakery in the Tannery, where you’ll find Alice
Terrien. Bellbird’s bread is made with organic or spray-free flour, all sourced within
Canterbury, using traditional techniques and long fermentation.
Have a building project in mind? Along with Anthony Leighs of Leighs Construction, your
fellow Apollo Power Yogis include Ben Collis of Protec Projects, specialising in residential
builds, commercial fit-outs and design builds, and Alastair Miles of Miles Construction.
Thinking of buying, selling or leasing property? Try Alison Aitken of Harcourts for your
residential real estate needs. If you’re looking to lease or buy commercial real estate, see
Karen Collis at JLL.
Need legal assistance? Philip Sewell and his team at Godfreys Law can help you with a wide
range of legal expertise and experience.

If you need specialist employment law advice, whether for your business or as an employee,
Jackie Behrnes can help you. And, she has combined yoga and employment law perfectly by
being lululemon’s NZ-based employment lawyer!
And as we know, lockdown deepened our appreciation of the skills of hairdressers. See
Tracette Owers of The Lounge Organic Hairdressing for great haircuts and colours using
organic hair products.
Do you need some graphic design work done? Go to Regina Speer. She focusses on helping
purpose-driven businesses, who aim to do business sustainably, benefitting communities,
people and the environment.
Experience healing Massage Therapy, Naturopathy, Aromatherapy, Reflexology and Reiki
with Karina Thorpe. Her career in these healing therapies stretches back to 1987, and includes
teaching at the College of Natural Medicine in Christchurch. Karina believes in supporting
each person to achieve their best health, including working alongside of standard medical
treatments.
If you have Women’s Health issues, consult Dr. Olivia Smart. Olivia is a Gynaecologist
specialising in minimal access (keyhole) surgery, including excision of endometriosis,
laparoscopic hysterectomy, colposcopy, the management of vulvo-vaginal disorders including
abnormal smears, lichen sclerosis, pre-cancerous conditions, and treatment for painful sexual
intercourse. She works as part of a group of experienced doctors at Oxford Women’s Health,
located in the Forte building on Peterborough St. They cover a wide range of women’s health
issues, and work in co-operation with allied health professionals including physiotherapists,
dieticians and psychologists to provide a holistic approach to wellbeing.
If you're pregnant, call the midwife Gretchen Mornin is a registered midwife & mother of three.
She offers continuity of care from her first meeting with you, through to birth & the postnatal
period, including antenatal visits at clinic or home & breastfeeding support. Gretchen believes
that with the right support the majority of women can achieve safe and satisfying pregnancy
and birth experiences. For this reason, her focus is on homebirth & birth in primary hospital
settings, such as St George's, Rangiora & Lincoln birthing units, where research shows,
women have improved chances of having safe, normal birth experiences. She loves
supporting women & families from all backgrounds & cultures, and offers plenty of information
to help you make informed decisions on any screening, tests or procedures. Gretchen uses a
range of approaches to support your body to adjust to the changes pregnancy & labour brings,
to resolve fears and foster your confidence.
Do you need expert nutrition advice? Jane Syme is a Clinical Nutritionist who is passionate
about improving people's health and wellbeing, by working with her clients to provide a
treatment plan that will achieve results. Jane deals with all the body systems to ensure they
are all working optimally together to provide energy, vitality and to help maintain peak health.
Are you having sleep problems? Disordered sleep can be associated with many common
health problems, including high blood pressure, diabetes, daytime sleepiness, obesity,
lowered immune system, decreased libido, increased irritability, and increased pain sensitivity.
Poor sleep may be a consequence or symptom of many health problems, but it can also be
the underlying cause for some of them. Sleep has an impact on so many of the body's
metabolic processes because they all need sleep to restore, repair damage, and recalibrate

ready for the next day. If you are having problems, including snoring, sleep apnoea, or
insomnia, see Bryn, Christine, or Grace Sparks and the rest of the team at Sleep Well
Clinic.
Fiona Deehan at Deehan Leadership Collaborative is a Leadership, Professional
Transformation + Strengths Coach, Facilitator + Consultant. She helps workplace leaders
and professionals realise their potential and work in ways that are intentional and sustainable.

FROM BARON BAPTISTE

When you know who you are, you can turn limitations into transformation.

Namaste
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